
Anthony Maietta, Life Scientist, Region 5 of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Air and Radiation Division: Anthony graduated from the University of Illinois
at Urbana Champaign with a B.S. in Ecology, Ethology and Evolution. Since 2003, his
work at EPA includes reviewing and processing state clean air laws under the Clean Air
Act, transportation conformity in Indiana and Ohio and managing voluntary programs
such as the Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative. He has worked on clean diesel programs
since 2005 and serves as the technical contact for clean diesel grants in Illinois,
Indiana and Minnesota. 
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Kaleb Vander Wiele is from WisDOT’s Division of Budget and Strategic Initiatives
and is WisDOT’s Transportation Electrification Project Manager. Kaleb has served in
a variety of roles at WisDOT that have allowed him to focus on regulatory issues
and policy development. In his current role in the Division of Budget and Strategic
Initiatives he has been tasked with leading WisDOT’s effort in preparing for the
National Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Program.

Maria Redmond serves as the Director of the Wisconsin Office of Sustainability and
Clean Energy and has worked for the State of Wisconsin for 21 years. In addition to
helping with the development and implementation of the recommendations from the
Governor’s Task Force on Climate Change, Maria is leading the implementation of the
state’s first ever Clean Energy Plan. The plan is centered on environmental justice,
creates a pathway to multi-sector deep decarbonization and a bustling clean energy
economy that supports a diverse workforce and technology innovation. Maria is a
Certified Public Manager, holds a BA in Psychology and a Certificate in African
Studies from UW-Madison
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Roger Hildreth works for ALCIVIA, a full-service cooperative.  Roger is  involved in
supporting the clean burning fuel efforts. He's been involved in the propane autogas
industry for the past 7 years.  ALCIVIA supplies & secures propane needs, helps build the
necessary infrastructure for private companies, also a public propane dispenser in
Cottage Grove, WI through WICC.  ALCIVIA is also involved in propane conversion kits for
vehicles that prefer to run on a dual fuel.

Cheryl Lytle has over 20 years in the association industry, she says learning the propane
business has been like ‘drinking from a fire hose’ but she’s got it down to drinking from the
garden hose. New as of June 2022, Cheryl Lytle became the new Executive Director of the
Wisconsin Propane Gas Association and Wisconsin Propane Education & Research Council.
With over 20 years of industry experience, Lytle brings energy and passion to the
promotion of propane as a clean energy solution.
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Timothy Golden has been with Durr Systems (Formerly MEGTEC Systems) and their family of
companies since 1995.  In those 27 years, he has served a regional sales manager, Director of
Engineering Services and most recently Director of Alt Fuels.
Tim has background in industrial drying, VOC and Particulate control and Biogas Purification.
 His education includes degrees and extended learning from Northeast Wisconsin Technical
College, UW Green Bay and UW Madison.  Hobbies include Motorsports and Drag Racing.

 Mahanth S. Joishy joined City of Madison as Fleet Superintendent in 2017 after 16 years
working in New York City government operations. In Madison, Mahanth is focused on making
the City fleet the greenest, safest, and most cost efficient possible in coordination with his
colleagues in every department. Madison Fleet has newly launched aggressive programs to
purchase biodiesel, EVs, hybrid police cars, anti-idling technology, soybean tires, telematics,
and other efforts. Madison Fleet is also involved in vehicle safety initiatives for Mayor Satya
Rhodes-Conway’s Vision Zero plan. Mahanth is now on a mission to get every Madison vehicle
owner into an EV.

Dev Patel has a dual role at ANGI Energy Systems as Director of Canadian and Eastern US
CNG Sales and Director of Hydrogen Sales & Business Development. He has been providing
solutions within the Alternative Fueling Industry since 2002 where he first started in the
space as an electrical engineer. Since then, he has gained extensive experience with CNG
and H2 refueling equipment as his roles have shifted from an engineering capacity to a
business development leader. Dev joined ANGI in 2020 in his CNG role and has since
assisted in the development of Gilbarco’s Hydrogen Business Strategy.

Brian Coker is the plant manager for Chevron/Renewable Energy Group’s Madison biodiesel
production facility, and has been the manager there through two acquisitions (Sanimax à
REG and REG à Chevron) over a period of 10 years. Prior to that, he founded BioVantage
Fuels, building a small biodiesel plant near Rockford, IL. Brian has been working in renewable
fuels for almost two decades and has worked with a number of groups on education,
outreach, and sustainability, including the Chicago Park District, Indigenous Energy, Midwest
Biofuels, the Village of DeForest, Optimus Technologies, and the City of Madison’s Fleet
Department.
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